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Abstract 
We consider an arbitrary finite family of vectors in m-dimensional space with sum zero and 
the absolute value of any vector's coordinate at most 1. We prove that there exists an order of 
vector summation for this family such that the absolute value of the first coordinate for all 
partial sums is at most 1 while those of other coordinates are bounded by a constant 
independent of the family. 
1. Introduction 
Let Nm be an m-dimensional real space. For  any integers i , j ,k  (i <~j, k >>. 1), 
we denote [ i , j ] -{ i , i+ l  . . . .  , j};  Nk- [1 ,k ] .  A finite family of vectors 
X = {Xa . . . .  ,x,} c R" is called s-family (where s is a norm in R ~) if X c B~ and 
5~xi = 0; B~ is the unit ball of the norm s in Nm. The norm so~ is specified for any vector 
x = (x 1, ... , x m) by the equation 
q[XJls= = max [x~l. 
vENm 
We have the compact vector summation (CVS)  problem in ~'~ if for any s-family 
X --- {xl,  ... , xn} c ~m, we wish to find the permutat ion  = (nl . . . . .  n,) minimizing 
the function 
f~,x(n)-maNx j=~ x=, s" 
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In 1913 Steinitz [10] proved that for any norm s in Nm and any s-family 
X = {xl, ... ,x,} c ~" there exists a permutation ~= (7tl, ... ,re,) such that 
L,x(Z) < C(m), (1) 
where C(m) is a constant independent of the family. (C(m) depends only on m and the 
norm s. In fact, Steinitz proved that C(m) = 2m would do for any norm s.) 
It follows from (1) for the norm so~ that there are constants C1 . . . .  , C,, satisfying the 
following property. 
Sh-property. For any s~o-family {xl . . . . .  x.} c •m there exists a permutation ~such 
that 
J~k~N X~j ~<Cv, k~N, ,  v~Nm. (2) 
A vector C = (C  1 . . . .  , Cm) is called a Steinitz bound if its items {Cv} satisfy the 
Sb-property. Let Sb(m) denote the set of all Steinitz bounds in W". 
It was shown in [7] that C(m)=m in (1) would do for any norm s, so 
(m . . . . .  m) ~ Sb(m). (See also [-6] for shorter proof of the fact.) B/tr/my and Grinberg 
[5] posed the question, does there exist a Steinitz bound (Ca . . . . .  Cm) with C, = 1? 
They obtained the affirmative answer for m = 2 by proving that (m/2, 
8m + 2, ... , 8m + 2) e Sb(m), which implies (1, 18) e Sb(2). This bound was improved 
in [8] (it was shown there that (1, 3) ~ Sb(2)); and the final perfect result for m = 2 was 
obtained by Banaszczyk [3], who showed that (a, b) e Sb(2) iff a + b ~> 3 and a, b/> 1. 
(So, (1, 2) ~ Sb(2), and for Ct = 1 the value C2 = 2 is best possible.) 
In the present paper we give the affirmative answer to the question of B/tr~iny and 
Grinberg for any m. Theorem 1 yields a constructive proof of the fact. Theorem 2 (in 
Section 4) delivers an unconstructive proof with a better Steinitz bound (by the order 
of magnitude). 
Theorem 1. Let A be an algorithm for the CVS-problem with running time T A(m) which 
for any so-family X c ~m computes a permutation n with fs, x(n) <<. Ca(m). Then for any 
m~>2, 
C 1 "--((CA(m) + 2)/3, 3Ca(m) . . . .  ,3CA(m))~ Sb(m); 
C 2 -(1,  ~k(m) . . . . .  ~k(m)) ~ Sb(m), 
where tp(m) = 9CA(m) T ½(CA(m) --  1)7'3, TxTk is the least value of the form k t not less 
than x, l is integer (not necessarily positive). 
For any so-family {xl, ... ,x,} c ~", permutations nl and 7~ 2 satisfying (2) with 
bounds C 1 and (S'2~Sb(m) can be found by algorithms running within time 
O(Ta(m) + n) and O(Ta(m) + n log CA(m)), respectively. 
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Banaszczyk proved that one can set C(m) = m - 1 + 1/m at the right-hand side of 
(1) for any symmetrical norm s. (The proof for m = 2 was published in [1].) It was then 
shown in [9] that a permutation 7t satisfying (1) for this value of C(m) can be found in 
time O(nZm2). Using this algorithm for the norm s~ and applying the equality 
]'½(m - 1 + 1/m)~3 = T½(m - 1)T3 for m >~ 3, we obtain the following: 
Corollary. (1) (1,21, 21) ~ Sb(3), (73 _ (1, (p(m), ... , ~p(m)) ~ Sb(m) where 
~p(m)=9(m-1  +I )  T -~ I3  <13"5m2-40"5(m-1)" 
(2) For any So~-family {xl . . . .  ,x,} c ~"  a permutation rc satisfying (2) with bound 
(7 3 ~ Sb(m) can be found in time O(n2m2). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in the following two sections. 
2. Algorithms 
Let us describe the algorithms A 1 and A2 of computing the desired permutations z~
and z~2. Since the permutation 7~ 1 is the interim result of the algorithm A2, it suffices to 
describe the algorithm A2 only. 
The latter consists of two stages, the first one finds a permutation n satisfying (1) for 
C(m) = CA(m), S = So~, and the second one consists of at most O(log CA(m)) iterations. 
The permutation g~ is just the outcome of the first iteration. 
Each iteration transforms the permutation obtained by the previous one (or by the 
first stage, for the first iteration). Transformations of the following two types will be 
used: inversion and leap. Inversions may be used at any iteration, whereas leaps at the 
last iteration only (if necessary). 
Inversion is the replacement of a permutation i terval by its inverse: 
n=(  . . . .  ~ i - l ,~ i  . . . . .  ~j ,  nj+ l . . . .  ) ~ ( " "  ,~i  1 ,~ j ,~ j -1 ,  ""  ,~i ,  7~j+ l . . . .  )--~-Gij(7~)" 
Leap (we define below a 'leap onward' and a 'leap backward') is moving an item off 
the permutation and inserting it at another place of the permutation (in front of or 
behind the initial one): 
7T = ( ...  ,7[i-  l ,~ i ,~ i+ l ,  . . .  ,~ j ,7~j+l ,  . . .  ) 
--,( . . . .  rci-l,rci+, . . . . .  ~j ,~,~j+l ,  ) "--';~ (re), 
~- ( . . . .  ~ i -  l,TIi . . . . .  7[j- l ,~ j ,~ j+ l ,  ... ) 
( . . . .  ~ i _ l ,~ j ,  7~i . . . . .  T~j 1,~j+ 1 . . . .  )'--"~/ij(~). 
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Let a permutation  satisfy (2) for Cv = C'v, v • Nm. We apply 'ordinary' iterations 
while C'~ > ~, the 'last' iteration is applied otherwise. First, let us describe an ordinary 
iteration. 
Set D-(C'~ + 2)/3 and consequently look through the list of partial sums 
{yk'---~ieNkXn,, k = 1,2, ... ,n}. If for some i,j (i <j)  we find that 
[Yk~l > D Vk•[ i , j -1 ] :  1y¢_11 ~< D; lYJl<~D (3) 
(such an interval [i,j] is called 'bad'), we inverse the permutation on the interval 
[i,j], i.e. n := aij(n). An iteration is over as the permutation is completely looked 
through and all its 'bad' intervals are inverted. 
Suppose, r~ = o'ij(/z), Yk = ~. ieNkXn i ,  Yk -~- ~, ieNkX~,  • It is clear that Yk = Yk, for all 
k < i and k ~>j. For k ~ [i,j - 1], the vectors {37k} are the reflections of the vectors 
{Yk, k • [i,j -- 1]} with respect o the point z = (z 1, ... ,zm)-(Yi_x + yj)/2, i.e. 
fk = 2Z-- yj+~_l_k, k• [ i , j - -1 ] .  (4) 
When yk 1 > D for k • E l , j -  1], it follows from D-  1 < z I ~< D, yk ~ ~< C~ and (4) 
that 
D > 37~ 2z 1 1 = -y j+ i - I -~>2D-2-Cx= -D .  
The inclusion 37k 1 • ( -- D, D) for the case y~ < - D, Vk • [i,j - 1] can be proved in 
a similar way. For other coordinates v = 2 . . . . .  m one has 
137~,1 = 12z ~ --Y~+,-~-kl <~ lYr-~I + lye[ + lYff+,-~-kl ~< 3C'~ Vk•[ i , j -  1]. 
Thus, if a permutation satisfies (2) with C~ = C', before an ordinary iteration then it 
satisfies (2) with 
C1 ~< (C'~ + 2)/3, (5) 
Cv~<3C'~, v=2, . . . ,m,  (6) 
at the end of it. 
The last iteration differs from the previous ones and leads to the desired inequality 
C~ ~< 1. The algorithm A2 starts the last iteration as soon as the permutation 
satisfies (2) with 
~<_5 C1 -~ 3. (7) 
In this case we set D := 1. Next we look through the permutation r~ and find all its 
'bad' intervals [i,j]. As before, we define z - (y l -1  + yj)/2 for a 'bad' interval [i,j]. If 
IzXl ~>½ then we inverse the permutation rr on the interval [i, j]: n := r~-tr~j(r~), 
obtaining t37~1 < 1. Vk • [i,j - 1]. If, on the contrary, IzXl < ~ then at least one of the 
following two inequalities holds: either lY~-~I < ½ or l Y~I< ~. The 'leap onward' 
~ (r 0 is applied to the permutation  in the former case and the 'leap backward' 7~ (r0 
in the latter one. We leave it to the reader to make sure that the new permutation 
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satisfies lyk~[ < 1, Vk ~ [i,j]. Furthermore, one can see that a leap may widen the 
interval of values { y~, k ~ N,} by at most 1 for each coordinate v = 2, . . . ,  m. Thus, (6) 
holds for the last iteration as well. 
This completes the description of the algorithm A 2 and the analysis of its 
performance on iterations. 
3. Completion of the proof of Theorem 1 
To complete the proof of both propositions of the theorem, we need only to obtain 
an upper bound on the number of iterations of the algorithm A2. 
It follows from (5) that k ordinary iterations would do, where k is the least integer 
such that 
1 
>t-~Ca(m)+ 1 +~+ ... + =-~Ca(m)+ 1-3~. 
Thus, 
k = r log3 ½(Ca(m) - 1) ~ + 1. (8) 
and the number of iterations is O(log2 Ca(M)). Finally, taking into account that 
any iteration requires O(n) calculations, we obtain the complexity estimates of the 
algorithms A1 and A2 claimed in the theorem. 
Using (6) and (8), one can obtain the final bound on the values {Cv, v > 1}: 
C,~ <~ C(m)3 k+ l = 9C(m) IC( ~-  113 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. Unconstructive way of improving the Steinitz bound 
Theorem 2. (1, C, ... , C) 6 Sb(m)for C = 54/(32/3 - 22/3)3/2(m - 1) 3/2. 
The proof of Theorem 2 heavily relies upon Lemma 7 from [2]. To formulate it, we 
need some definitions. 
Suppose, B c C are centrally symmetric (with respect to the origin) m-dimensional 
ellipsoids in ~' .  By dk(B, C) we denote the kth Kolmogorov diameter of B with respect 
to C: 
dk(B,C) = infinf{e > O: B ~ L + eC}, 
L 
where the infimum is taken over all linear subspaces L of g~m with dim L < k. 
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Lemma (Banaszczyk [2, p. 193]). Let B c C c D be three centrally symmetric (with 
respect o the origin) m-dimensional e lipsoids in ~= such that 
d~(B, C) ~< 1, (9) 
k=l  
d2(C,D) <~ ¼. (10) 
k=l  
n 
Then for any vectors ul . . . . .  u. ~ B and a ~ C with a + Y4 = ~ ui E C there exists a permu- 
tation rc = (rq . . . . .  re,,) of  {1,2 . . . . .  n} such that 
J 
a+ ~ u~,~D, jeN . .  
i= l  
Proof  of Theorem 2. To apply the lemma, let us take three ellipsoids B c C c D with 
principal axes directed along the coordinate axes and principal semiaxes {21 . . . .  ,2,.} 
specified by the following equations: 
21(B) = ; 2 i (B)  = 1 - -~)~/3]  , i = 2, ... ,m, 
2i(C) = 22(B), i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
2i(D) = 223(B), i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
It is not hard to see that B is circumscribed on B,. and conditions (9),(10) of the s~ 
n lemma are satisfied. Since the inclusions a ~ C, a + Zi=lxi  ~ C also hold for any 
s~-family X = {xl, ... , x,} c B,.s~ and for a = 0, we can apply the lemma and find 
a permutat ion rc with ~= 1 x~j e D for all k E N.. This implies that 
j=~l x~j[ ~< 2v(D) 
holds for all k ~ N,  and each coordinate v e N,., i.e. 
2(D)-" (21 (D) . . . .  ,2"(D)) e Sb(m), 
where 21(D) = 3; ,~.i(D) = 6(32/3  - -  22/3)-3/2(m -- 1) 3/2, i = 2 . . . .  ,m. 
One can observe that the ellipsoid method we have just used does not enable us to 
get Cx ~ 2 in (2). In order to obtain C1 = l, we apply to the permutat ion found above 
two iterations of the second stage of the algorithm A2:  an  'ordinary'  and 'the last one'. 
As a result of this operation, we will have the values C1 = l; C, = 92v(D) satisfying the 
Sb-property, which completes the proof  of Theorem 2. 
Remark 1. What  can we say about constructibil ity of the proof  of Theorem 2? This 
version of the proof relies on the existence of the desired permutat ion rc= (rq . . . .  , n.) 
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in the lemma. An algorithm finding the permutation has not been evidently described 
in the proof of the lemma. Nevertheless, we can always use the following algorithm: 
look through all n! permutations and verify each if it fits. In a finite number of steps 
the desired permutation will be found. 
Yet in this approach to the problem, the proof of the lemma does not follow from 
the characteristics of the algorithm, but on the contrary, the algorithm is based on the 
lemma having already been proved. So, we may not consider this proof to be 
constructive. At any rate, we cannot offer an algorithm with polynomial running time, 
like it was in the proof of Theorem 1. Attempts to construct such an algorithm for 
Theorem 2 come across a number of problems. For example, we cannot effectively 
verify if a given vector is in the convex hull of a given set of 2" vectors in R" (which is 
used in the proof of the lemma). 
Remark 2. The replacement of the unit ball B" by the circumscribed ellipsoid in the S~ 
proof of Theorem 2 appears to be somewhat unnatural. Perhaps, one would try 
proving a result similar to the Banaszczyk lemma, with parallelepipeds B c C c D 
instead of ellipsoids. This must decrease the value of ~ in Theorem 2 by the order of 
magnitude. 
Remark 3. The natural extensions of the B&r&ny-Grinberg question is the following 
one. Does there exists a Steinitz bound C = (C1, C2 . . . . .  C,,) with C1 and C2 depen- 
dent neither on n nor on m? Or in a more general form for the first v coordinates. 
B&r~ny gave the affirmative answer to the question. He proved in [4] that C' ~ Sb(m) 
' t with C'i = 2 3l, i ~ N,,. Thus, for any fixed v ~ N m the quantities {Ci, i = 1, ... , v} are 
constants independent of m. 
Having applied four iterations of our algorithm A2 to the vector C', we obtain 
C1 = 1, whereas the remaining constants {Ci} are still independent ofm. The interest- 
ing question remains open here: what is the lexicographically minimal Steinitz bound? 
All we can say here is that C~ = 1 and C2 cannot be less than 2 which follows from 
Banaszczyk's result [3] stated above. 
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